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STATE ECONOMY — BANKRUPTCIES 

5. Mrs L.M. HARVEY to the Premier: 

I have a supplementary question. I must say that I am surprised that the Premier is not getting briefed on the 
emerging bankruptcy crisis in Western Australia, but can the Premier at least confirm that Australian Financial 
Security Authority data has highlighted that Western Australia is the only state in the country in which bankruptcies 
are increasing? 

Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 

The fact of the matter is this. When we arrived in office, the state’s economy was in recession and had declined 
over the year leading up to the state election by 2.5 per cent. Every year since then, the state’s economy has grown, 
and it is predicted to grow by three per cent. 

Mr D.C. Nalder interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Bateman! 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Under this government, more than 50 000 jobs have been created. 

Mr D.C. Nalder interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Bateman, I call you to order for the first time. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: In the former government’s last term in office, the number of people employed in 
Western Australia declined by over 30 000. So there has been a net turnaround, if you like, of 80 000 jobs in 
Western Australia. Mr Speaker, that is a remarkable turnaround on what we were left. What did we do late last 
year? I will explain what we have done over our term in office. First, we focused on decent financial management 
to turn the state’s finances around. We have done that. Western Australia has the best financial management by 
any government in Australia. That means that we now have the most significant surpluses, as I understand it, 
I think, of any state government in Australia. 

That has allowed us to do things like the payroll relief package that we brought in last year. We cut payroll taxes 
for 11 000 businesses across Western Australia. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! Leader of the National Party! 

Mr M. McGOWAN: It allowed us to bring in the cuts to TAFE fees that I just spoke about, which has 
resulted in a massive increase in enrolments and people getting into jobs right here in Western Australia. It 
allowed us to do the hospital and schools maintenance packages across Western Australia. It allowed us to 
build trains in Western Australia for the first time in 30 years. It allowed us to bring the manufacturing of the 
Matagarup Bridge back to Western Australia, which the previous government had sent to Malaysia. All those 
things were possible because this government has managed the finances well. If we have a look at industries 
across the state, another one is defence industries. This government is out there fighting for defence, when 
the last government did nothing on that. It did not know one end of a submarine from the other. Under this 
government, of course, we are seriously in the running to win the full-cycle docking maintenance of the 
Collins-class submarines. We are very hopeful of a positive outcome shortly. Western Australia needs serious 
people in charge—that is what we have here—and responsible, stable government. Remember what happened 
under the last government. There were seven Treasurers in eight years. That must be a world record. Even 
the federal National Party could not outdo that. That is what the other side did. We have government now 
that is responsible, stable and competent, has the right priorities, is creating jobs for this state, and has got 
this state out of recession. 
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